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2023 BIG 4 

Australia, Indigenous, Lebanon, Rest of the World  

 

Explanatory Notes RE Draw 

 

All divisions with 4 teams will play each other once. 
 

1st & 2nd play for the gold medal. 
 

3rd & 4th play off for position 
 

If all 4 teams equal on points teams will be decided based on:  
 

1. Best differential 
2. If points differential the same, most tries scored  
3. If tries the same most tries scored in their first game 
4. If tries scored in first game the same then second game and so on  
5. If in the case all 4 teams drew all of their 3 games by the same amount (e.g. the 

result of every game was a nil all draw) 5 players from each team will play in a ‘drop 
off’ – On the draw 1 v 2, 3 v 4. Drop off will be conducted the same way as finals 
extra time. Winners will proceed to play Final and losers will play 3rd v 4th.  

 

If 3 teams equal on points teams will be decided based on:  
 

1. Best differential  
2. If points differential the same, most tries scored  
3. If tries the same most tries scored in their first game 
4. If tries scored in first game the same then second game and so on  

 

If 2 teams equal on points teams will be decided based on:  
 

1. Result of game when the two teams played each other  
2. If game was a draw, points differential  
3. If points differential the same most tries 
4. If tries the same most tries scored in the first game 
5. If tries scored in first game the same then second game and so on  
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Divisions with 3 teams will play each other twice. 
 

 

Highest placed team at the end of the final game will be declared winner  
 

If 3 teams equal on points teams will be decided based on:  
 

1. Best differential  
2. If points differential the same, most tries scored  
3. If tries the same most tries scored in their first game 
4. If tries scored in first game the same then second game and so on  

 
If 2 teams equal on points teams will be decided based on:  

 
1. Result of 1st game when the two teams played each other  
2. Result of 2nd game when to two teams played.  
3. Points differential, if the same tries scored 
4. If tries the same most tries scored in their first game 
5. If tries scored in first game the same then second game and so on  
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